
From

To
Sent

Subject

462021 115902 AM
RE April 16 Site Visits

Thanks and I briefly texted I think Catrans is a good one to try and get out there vie in Land
but Im not sure we need RRs yet

Can you provide any additional insight on the permits for these jobs For example Im thinking we find another

agency eg Historical Resources to also attend based on the job requirements Im not sure BLM is likely

Thoughts

Thanks

Fr°rn

Sent Tuesday Aoril 6 2021 920 AM
To

Subject RE April 16 Site Visits

Mind I discussed this ask and they will do what they can on your behalf to get other agencies out there this

includes asking goy rel for help reaching out and us reaching directly out As I am not surs they will see any
benefit in coming we cant control attendance but will do what we can

Sincerely

Director Portfolio Project management
Pacific Gas and Electric Co

It is amazing what you can accomplish

If you do not care who gets the credit

Harry S Truman

From
Se Monday ADril 05 2021 1046
To

Subject April lb Site Visits

Importance High

and

We have received some dates for the next round of site visits frorrMandthey are below One

thing that just popped up this morning was that on the System Hardening visit they wanted to have the other

agencies present as thk mting because we these specific jobs have conflicts with Caltrans Railroad BLM
and I think one othei apparently specifically said to have coordinate with those agencies to

ensure they are present at the meeting I am not sure howif you even know about the meetings next week
much less able to coordinate with these agencies on such short notice I am having my team get some contacts

for all the different folks I am not sure if you have specific contacts with those folks and I dont want overstep my
bounds but with your approval we can go ahead and at least reach out to the agencies to see if we can get

representation at the meeting

PGEDIXIENDCAL000005993



Wednesday April 14th

Redding CA
Vegetation Management Unchanged

Thursday April 15th

ChicoOroville

TD System Inspections

Friday April 16th

Bucks Creek

System Hardening

please confirm that Thursday will work for your team

Manager Project Management
Pacific Gas Electric Company

Major Projects and Programs
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